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Chapter 2207 

“David?” 

Tong Youcai’s eyes were directly attracted by David! 

After all, Tong Youcai hated David deeply. Now that David appeared suddenly, 

Tong Youcai rushed over! 

David didn’t expect to see Tong Youcai here! 

However, when Tong Youcai rushed towards him, David was already ready, the 

breath on his body rose, and golden light flashed above his fist! 

But before David could take action, he found that a white shadow flashed in 

front of him, and then he collided with Tong Youcai! 

Bang…… 

Tong Youcai’s body took a few steps back, and then he stabilized his figure! 

“Second Young Master, are you alright?” 

Several Tianlei Sect disciples asked hastily. 

Tong Youcai shook his head, then looked at Leng Yun who was colliding with 

him and said, “Leng Yun, what do you want to do?” 



Leng Yun ignored him, but turned his head and asked David with concern, 

“Chen Da Handsome guy, are you alright?” 

David didn’t say anything when he saw this, but he took a few steps back and 

opened the distance from that Leng Yun! 

It’s really disgusting……. 

Seeing Leng Yun like this, Tong Youcai immediately understood, but he still 

warned Leng Yun with a cold face, “Leng Yun, I have a holiday with this David, 

you better be Don’t get involved!” 

“Tong Youcai, why do you have to do it now for the holidays?” 

“You’re already trapped in this formation, are you still in the mood to fight and 

kill?” 

“Think about how to get out first, I think you’ve been trapped here for a long 

time, and you haven’t gone out yet, is it shameful to lose it?” 

Leng Yun said to Tong Youcai with disdain. 

“This is an ancient formation. Several of our magic masters are already 

cracking the formation, and they will succeed soon!” 

Tong Youcai said. 

When Leng Yun heard this, he laughed and said, “You guys from the Tianlei 

faction still dare to call themselves masters of magic techniques? If you want 

to break the formation, it’s just a matter of waving your hands!” 

Tong Youcai was cold . Yun mocked, but he didn’t even fight back, because he 

knew that the eldest young master of the Feixing faction in front of him was 

indeed a magician! 



Not only has the strength reached the fourth rank of Martial God, but also the 

skill of magic is stronger than others! 

I saw Leng Yun pinching the orchid finger, and I saw a red light beating, 

followed by a wave! 

The space fluctuated for a while, and the formation in front of him 

disappeared instantly! 

The majestic hall was once again exposed to everyone’s sight! 

Seeing this scene, Tong Youcai’s eyes flashed with shock. 

As for the masters of the Tianlei faction, their faces were full of 

embarrassment, and they bowed their heads and said nothing! 

“Mr. Chen, don’t look at this Leng Yun as a sissy, but this technique is still very 

clever and a genius.” 

Liu Rui whispered in David’s ear. 

David’s mouth was slightly raised, and he smiled disdainfully, but didn’t say 

anything! 

Although this Leng Yun’s technique is really good, it’s not a genius, let alone a 

genius. 

This Leng Yun’s technique is not even comparable to that of Lao Liu. The 

reason why he can break this formation so easily is entirely because several 

masters of techniques from the Tianlei faction have already cracked it! 

“Okay, the formation is broken, we can go in, but you have to follow me 

closely, I believe there are many powerful formations waiting in there!” 

“If anyone strays in a while, they will be plotted by the formation organization. 

, but don’t blame me for not caring about you!” 



Leng Yun finished, then looked at David and said, “Brother Chen, come with 

me, no one dares to do anything to you!” 

The group walked towards the hall, while Tong Youcai was Glancing at David 

coldly, “Hmph, I didn’t expect you to sell your body in order to survive. It’s 

disgusting…” 

David didn’t say much, and didn’t pay any attention to Tong Youcai. He 

wanted to see this now. Who is in the Narcissus Palace ruins, and what does it 

have to do with the regeneration spring! 

The regeneration spring disappeared, and the bodies of Hu Mazi and Long 

Xingxu had to find a way to heal them! 
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Everyone walked along the steps towards the majestic hall, and soon came to 

the hall! 

I don’t know how many years this Narcissus Palace ruins have been here, but 

when you enter the main hall, they are still intact, and all kinds of decorations 

are arranged in an orderly manner. 

Everyone was shocked by the cleanliness of the hall, but this quiet hall did not 

let everyone relax their vigilance. Often, the quieter the seemingly safe place, 

the more dangerous it was! 

“Follow me, so as not to touch the formation mechanism…” 

Leng Yun walked slowly in front with the compass in his hand! 

The compass shone with light, and a pointer was mapped in the void, pointing 

the direction! 



In this way, everyone passed through the hall without any danger, which made 

everyone a little relaxed.In one breath! 

However, everyone was somewhat disappointed. After all, although there was 

no danger in the hall, no treasure was found! 

You must know that they ventured here to get treasures! 

After passing through the hall, there is a long corridor, the corridor is only 

three or four meters wide, and there are rows of houses on both sides. 

The door of the house was tightly closed. Although many people were curious 

and wanted to know what was in these houses, no one dared to open it easily! 

But not long after everyone walked into the corridor, the doors of the houses 

on both sides suddenly opened by themselves. 

The sound of opening the door startled everyone, all of them looked like they 

were facing a formidable enemy, with a look of alertness! 

“Mr. Chen, I’m afraid there is a death battle…” 

Lao Liu whispered in David’s ear. 

“Miss Liu, watch me for a while, if the situation is not right, run out with me 

immediately!” 

David urged Liu Rui! 

David has also reached the gap. Although it seems to be quiet here, there are 

undercurrents surging! 

Soon, from the houses on both sides, gusts of yin wind continued to emerge, 

and the appearance of the yin wind made the already nervous people even 

more nervous! 



Leng Yun stopped, frowning slightly, “Everyone, be careful, there may be a life-

and-death formation here, don’t run around!” 

Tong Youcai looked at his own magic masters. Master Fa also nodded, 

“Second Young Master, be careful, we also feel that this place is very 

dangerous!” 

This time, everyone looked at the houses on both sides with caution, Leng 

Yun’s finger lightly tapped the compass, and the compass flashed. Even more 

dazzling red light, and also suspended the compass above everyone’s heads! 

“Check the houses on both sides first, don’t go forward…” 

Leng Yun said loudly. 

Leng Yun’s voice fell, and the two old men of Feixing sent quickly rushed 

towards the nearest house! 

Everyone watched silently, no one moved, they wanted to see if the two old 

men would be in danger! 

After the two old men rushed into the room, there was no movement, no one 

made a sound, and the time passed minute by minute! 

After a full five minutes, the two old men ran out, and they were holding some 

reddish-brown stones in their hands. 

“Master, the blood-soaked stone, this is a treasure…” The 

two old men shouted as soon as they came out! 

And these reddish-brown stones are exuding a lot of yin qi at the moment, the 

yin wind just now should be caused by this! 

“Go to another room to check…” 



After Leng Yun finished speaking, he also rushed towards a room! 

“Don’t be stunned…” Seeing this, Tong Youcai immediately greeted his men 

and went to the rooms on both sides to find the blood-soaked stone. 

As everyone re-entered the houses on both sides, the overcast wind roared 

even more, and David’s body trembled slightly due to the coldness! 

“Withdraw…” 

David frowned, pulling up Liu Rui and thinking about withdrawing from the 

back! 

Lao Liu followed closely behind, and followed David to run out. 

He noticed the danger almost at the same time as David! 

 


